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COMPLAINT CONCERNING 
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

AND EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

21 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff Sophia Saint-Adeniran, on information and belief 

here alleges: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

j. 

22 

23 
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25 
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28 

This action due to copyright infringement of her book Queen Sophia I by defendants 
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and Blue Sky Studios with their production- a 
movie animation called EPIC (2013). Jurisdiction in this case is based on diversity of 
citizenship of the parties and the amount in controversy. Plaintiff is a citizen of Nigeria 
and defendants Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and Blue Sky Studios INC are 
buisnesses based in the State of California. The amount in question is $12 million USD. 

,, 
-1- Complaint 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In May of2013, defendants FOX and Blue Sky Studios,Inc infringed on Sophia 
Saint-Adeniran (a.k.a. Sophia A. McWill).., the plaintiff's copyrighted story which 
is a book called Queen Sophia I of Gart with ISBN number 978-1-911183-01-3 
by releasing in theatres EPIC an animated movie which contains so many 
similarities that infringes on plaintiff's own work. 

As a result, Plaintiff has filed this lawsuit and demands for damages totalling 
$19,000,000 (Nineteen Million Dollars). 

COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION NUMBER: 

l.TXu001844795 (2012): My Cherished Book Of Bedtime Stories (Plaintiff's 
book/ script is contained in this 8-in-one story). 

ABOUT THE PLAINTIFF: 

In the fall of2007, Plaintiff came to study in the United States as a Macaulay 
Honors student on a merit based scholarship from Macaulay Honors College (City 
University of New York, Brooklyn College Campus). 

Plaintiff would like the court to know that she is currently a proud student of music 
studying voice, piano, guitar, trumpet and the flute and in October hopes to take 
her A.B. Royal Schools of Music Grade 3 exams. 

Plaintiff would also like the comi to know that she owns a publishing house is 
known as Happy Saints Books operating under the United Kingdom Nielsen-ISBN. 

She has also worked as a Senior care and Child care giver and is also an artist and 
has made several paintings which can be seen on sale on this website: 
http://sophiasaintadenira.wix.com/happysaintsbooks 

About The Case 

On May 16th 2013, defendants Fox and Blue Sky Studio infringed on plaintiff's 
copyrighted story which is a book called Queen Sophia I of Gart with ISBN 
number 978-1-911183-01-3 by releasing in theatres Epic (2013) an animated movie 
which contains so many similarities that infringes on plaintiff's own work. 
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Defendants were able to get their hands on Plaintiff's work through any number of 
agents who Plaintiff since 2009 distributed her story I treatment to. 

Plaintiff has included in her submission of this brief a subpoena for her emails 
from Yahoo Inc. This is because a very disgusting crime occurred whereby 
Plaintiff's email account was HACKED INTO and ALL of the· emails to the 
different agents and publishing houses, were deleted by someone with obviously 
with vested interest in this case Your Honor!! : ( 

Plaintiff requested Yahoo to try to restore the missing emails which are important 
as evidence and they were gracious enough to respond that they are looking into it. 
This response was BLOCKED from appearing by the same unscrupulous character 
who has targeted my email account. 

The good news is that the fact that Defendants must have had Plaintiff's 
copyrighted work somehow which they used as treatment for their story is still 
establish able by the fact that my work was copyrighted long long before the 
release of their animated movie, and also by the similarities that obviously were 
copied from my book. That is how strikingly similar the works are. (Selle v. Gibb 
741 F.2d 869, 7TH Circ. 1984). The law behind Selle v. Gibb states that where 
there is a lack of evidence of access, access can be inferred only if 
striking similarities preclude independent creation. 

Also Plaintiff assures the court that the court will find that this was most definitely 
also a DELIBERATE INFRINGEMENT. In short they used my story as treatment 
for significant parts of their movie and tried to suck the life out of my book! 

BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF MY 
SCRIPT QUEEN SOPIDA I OF GART. 

This is because I wanted to be in a happy place while planning what to do next so I 
chose my name to be Celtic as I have a love for fairy tales and other such silly 
enchanted folk tales. (The first 20 songs I have ever bought was in 2010 I 2011 on 
itunes was ENYA who is a great Irish instrumentalist and New Age singer. We can 
get a record of this fact from Apple). Me Will means "born of one's will". It would 
perhaps interest the court to note that some Celtics are said to be direct descendants 
of fairies © I then at that time in 2009 commenced to write and then distribute a 
tale of a Princess who is born with a gift of making flowers bloom as I love flowers 
so much and just happen to like enchanting fairy tales. I however consider myself 
to be a strong believing Christian and so although I liked those fairy tales, I 
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decided I did not want a single drop of magic in the story. I was not writing Harry 
Potter because I believe it is WRONG to glorify magic. It's very, very WRONG. 
And this is what is available for our young children to digest??? So I decided to 
write about this Princess Sophia - myself, who naturally has this awesome gift 
SHE IS BORN WITH. No magic, nothing. I have always disliked the snow and I 
have always yearned for everywhere to be summery and just full of light like 
SUMMER and like my home land Nigeria that is always summer. So I wrote 
Princess Sophia - a Princess who changes the weather, who loves summer and 
eventually as heir to the throne, became QUEEN SOPHIA IofGART. There has 
been no Queen called Sophia on this Earth. Mine is the first : ) I chose the name 
Princess Sophia because it means wisdom and also because amongst all the 
Kingdoms Of Ireland and England, Scotland, and France, there has never been a 
Queen Sophia. I distributed this story through agents and never heard back from 
anyone. In 2013 Blue Sky Studios in Collaboration with FOX, DELIBERATELY 
infringed on my work. 

This generous scholarship which is granted solely on the basis of merit, graciously 
afforded to sponsor Plaintiff to summer study-abroad-program in China in the 
Summer of 2008. 

Upon arrival in China, the CUNY school group (the group the plaintiff was a part 
of), toured China and were fortunate enough to tour the For bidden Kingdom 
Beijing (a:k.a The Forbidden City, Beijing Palace Museum) in China and the 
Summer Palace Beijing. There the guide explained that in medieval times, the 

, Summer Palace was used by the Queen that is the Empress and that the Palace's 
name in Chinese is Garden of Preserving Harmony. Since plaintiff was just coming 
from Nigeria (where it is always summer) a few months prior, Plaintiff mistakenly 
thought that the fact that the Empress was known to migrate to the Summer Palace, 
that meant that that Palace was always Summer- hence the name Summer Palace! 
The plaintiff went on to tell the guide how wonderful it was that there was a place 
like the Summer Palace that always stayed summer when everywhere was winter. 
To Plaintiff's surprise, everyone laughed and the reason was as the guide 
explained, the Summer Palace is also thrown into winter when it's winter time. 
HOW DISAPPOINTING!! : ) However, this was the origin of the concept that 
there was this Kingdom that always stayed summer!!! The Plaintiff would like the 
court to note that this is one of the influences that precipitated Plaintiff to write her 
book - the story Princess Sophia, the Princess whose Kingdom was always in 
summer because of her gift of a beautiful voice which when she sang changed 

3 
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everywhere to summer and transformed everything to summery goodness! This 
was when Plaintiff started drafting this story. 

The Plaintiff would like the court to note that keeping true to Plaintiff's love for 
mythical, fairytales, (fairies, gnomes, toad stools etc) and most especially all things 
Enya(Irish instrumentalist extraodinaire ), the Plaintiff chose Me Will a Celtic -
Irish name which means born of will. 

Plaintiff would like the court to note that it was first in 2009 that she used the 
name Me Will, this is seen by Plaintiff's yahoo email sophiamcwill@yahoo.com 
which was opened in Sept 2009 and her FaceBook Profile name which was 
changed at the same time to Sophia Abraham Me Will also in 2009. In 2010, 
Plaintiff was finally able to change her name officially to Sophia Abraham Me Will, 
finally getting her passport and other official documents updated to that name. It is 
EXTREMELY important that the court know that the Plaintiff started using the 
name Sophia in officially in 2007 while still in Nigeria, in 2006 /2007. This is seen 
by her old email sophiaezeO 1 @yahoo.com which was opened in 2006. 

MODE OF ACCESS TO MY WORK AND EVIDENCE OF ACCESS 

Defendants were able to get their hands on Plaintiff's work through any number of 
agents who Plaintiff since 2009 distributed her story I treatment to. 

Plaintiff has included in her submission of this brief a subpoena for her emails 
from Yahoo Inc. This is because a very disgusting crime occurred whereby 
Plaintiff's email account was HACKED INTO and ALL of the emails to the 
different agents and publishing houses, were deleted by someone with obviously 
with vested interest in this case Your Honor!! : ( 

The good news is that the fact that Defendants must have had Plaintiff's 
copyrighted work somehow which they used as treatment for their story is still 
establishable by the fact that my work was copyrighted long long before the release 
of their animated movie, and also by the similarities that obviously were copied 
from my book. That is how strikingly similar the works are. (Selle v. Gibb 741 
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· F.2d 869. 7TH Circ. 1984where there is missing or lack of evidence of access, 
access can be inferred only if striking similarities preclude independent creation). 

ALSO I WOULD like to let the court know that once your work is copyrighted, 
these companies have copy right researchers who are given a list of the newly 
copyrighted worklZ~. They apply to be given this list and this is another way they 
got my script. Anyway, far before they copyrighted it, I already had it. Also 
Plaintiff assures the court that the court will find that this was most definitely also 
a DELIBERATE INFRINGEMENT. In short they used my story as treatment for 
significant parts of their movie and tried to suck the life out of my book. 

5 

(Nutt v. National Institute Inc.; 31 F.2d 236, 2d Cir. 1929:The court found 
that copyright extended beyond just the words of a work. The court found 
that the infringement need not be a complete or exact copy. Paraphrasing or 
copying with evasion is an infringement even there be little or no conceivable 
identity between the two.) Such appropriation of use as defendants have done is 
an unlawful infringement of my work. 

(Roth greeting card vs. United Card Co; 429 F.2d 1106, 9th Cir. 1970 : 
Copyright maybe infringed when total concept and feel is the same.) 

At that time I had written and sent out to parties that might be interested, my 
script I story. This the defendants used to make their movie. I copyrighted my 
script thankfully on Dec. 3P1 2012 because I decided that I wanted to properly 
protect my work just in case someone decided to buy it and not pay for it. ( 
Salinger v. Random house 811 F.2d 90 2nd Cir. 1987: The author has the right 
to protect the expression of his unpublished writings for the term of her 
copyright and that right prevails over claim of fair use under ordinary 
circumstances ). 

Slavish copying is inherently uncreative and cannot confer copyright. Copying 
works already in public domain. 

APPS. MERCHANDISE AND SALES OF QUEEN SOPHIA I GART 
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Queen Sophia I of Gart is sold and available for purchase in print, hard cover and 
paper back books. It is also available for purchase and download as an app all 
through the website http:llsophiasaintadenira.wix.comlhappysaintsbooks via 
AMAZON at www.amazon.com . 

CARTOON I ANIMATION DEVELOPMENT OF QUEEN SOPHIA I of 
GART 

It is important that the court note that in 20 14 preparations had begun in earnest for 
the development of Queen Sophia I of Gart is being developed for an animated 
movie. Several animation companies have been contacted and proposals are in 
already. However, Plaintiff thought it wise to focus her attention on getting just 
recompense by the grace of God and the court for her work that was infringed on 
by the defendants FOX in collaboration with Blue Sky Studios. 

INVOLVEMENT OF FROZEN: YES. IT'S A HUGE GAFFE I PRANK AT 
THEIR EXPENSE. 

In order to assist the court to understand the scope of what is going on, the scope of 
this copyright infringement, it has to be mentioned that there will be also, another 
copyright case against FROZEN- the makers of FROZEN being the defendants. 

These two companies, the company that made EPIC and the company that made 
FROZEN got a hold of my literary work as far back as 2009 I 2010 when I gave it 
out, and used it as treatment for their movie. As a result, I also have to sue 
FROZEN. As you can see my script is about a Princess who changes everywhere 
to summer and also eventually becomes Queen etc. FROZEN is about a Princess 
who changes everywhere to winter and eventually becomes Queen. 

(Autodesk v. Dyason (No.2) (1993) 111 ALR 385 :the idea-expression divide is 
the "dominant principle in copyright law" per Mason CJ: "when the 
expression of any idea is inseparable from its function, it forms part of the 
idea and is not entitled to the protection of copyright" per Dawson J). In 
expressing changing everywhere to summer in my book Queen Sophia I of Gart, 
of course the manifest depiction would include showing snow being changed to 
summer as Elsa does in FROZEN did. Like my Queen Sophia, the makers of 
FROZEN show Elsa also to be thrown into a dungeon where just like in Queen 
Sophia, the makers of the FROZEN also make the villain once again after the 
bounty of the Kingdom and he seeks to execute Elsa .... rusT EXACTLY LIKE IN 
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QUEEN SOPHIA BECAUSE THEY HAD MY SCRIPT! Olaf is a nickname given 
to a doll like figure in Princess Sophia. In Queen Sophia, Oldie is a nickname 
given to the villain. There are so many other instances of culling out of my book 
and the end result is a. lawsuit I am going to file again in 2 months time against the 
makers of FROZEN. I don't have a lawyer and I'm short on funds so I have to take 
my time to start one case and then the other. 

In 2009, I changed my name to Sophia Abraham Me Will. Me Will is Irish I Celtic 
in origin. After all the controversy I went through, the details of which you can find 
online and in the the NY Post, Forbes etc archives, I decided to dissociate from 
animosity and immerse myself in my happiness and all things that make me happy. 
I understood it would exude I am doing this as well as enable me to actually do 
this, by changing my name. Anyone who knows me knows that I love flowers and I 
really don't like the winter cold(I'm all for global warming .. .lol.. the ,.lp;o world 
should always be in summer) ... so the enchantment that I was a living fairy 
fantasyGust like the Irish have) was a full embodiment of me succeeding in putting 
it all behind me and living my dream. So in 2009, I wrote Princess Sophia. Then I 
earnestly stmied giving it out to try to get someone to buy it. I NEVER HEARD 
BACK FROM ANYONE!!!! At first I was unsure why I hadn't heard back even 
though I was sure my story I script treatment was FANTASTIC! But thankfully, I 
then remembered J.K. Row lings billionaire author of Harry Potter said she had sent 
out Harry Potter script to 400 different people, and NO ONE got back to her .:... 
J.K. Rowling. We all know that later Harry Potter became huge. I think they were 
planning to steal her script. That's what these people do. UNFORTUNATELY! 

No one got back to me. So finally in 2012 I thought to myself that I better 
copyright my story and try to develop it myself then. THEY ARE PRETENDING 
THE STORY IS NOT GOOD. PRETENDING!!! This lawsuit is a win for me 
because I found them out on time. 

Epic animation has too many similarities with my Princess Queen Sophia that it 
sufficiently constitutes copyright infringement because now my tasty awesome 
story is out there in the market as both EPIC and FROZEN. 

They basically used my story as a treatment or as the synopsis or summary upon 
which they based their story. 

from the copyright infringement case Whelan Assocs., Inc. v. Jaslow Dental 
Laboratory, Inc. (3rd Cir. 1986) 797 F.2d 1222; 1240 (3d Cir. 1986); 479 U.S. 
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1031 (1987); where the final judgement was Copyright protection of computer 
programs may extend beyond the programs' literal code to their structure. sequence 
and organization. The court based it's decision on the Copyright Act of 1976 in 
which Congress acknowledges and institutes that the sequencing and ordering of 
. materials could be copyrighted, i.e. that the sequence and order could be parts of 
the expression, not the idea, of a work. 

SIMILARITIES SHOWING INFRINGEMENT BY Epic ON MY WORK 
QUEEN SOPHIA I OF GART 

The infringement is so blatant that Plaintiff wonders out loud if not asking her for 
her permission and INCLUDING HER IN THE CREDITS OF THE 
ANIMATION EPIC, is supposed to be some kind of prank. 

1.SIMILARITY NUMBER ONE 43: 00-1:14:00 

The same occurrence of a plague on both kingdoms caused by the chief villain. 
Here we see that just like in the Plaintiff's book Queen Sophia I of Gart where the 
chief villain causes a plague to fall on the land which causes a dearth of the . 
vegetation of the Kingdom, in the movie EPIC, this is replicated as can be seen 
from time 43: 00 -1:14:00 we see a plague starting to cover the land in the movie 
EPIC. The total effect is better seen in 1:14:00 when the bird swoops over the land 
in EPIC. 

2.SIMILARITYNUMBER TWO 1:27:11 

THE PRESCENCE OF DARK (ROT) FLOWERS AND A DARK WATERED 
FOUNTAIN. 

From 1:27:11 Here we see the dark flower at the fountain imitating the same scene 
of Princess Sophia where by Francis the villain's castle, HAS A GARDEN OF 
DARK (ROT)FLOWERS AND A FOUNTAIN OF DARK WATERS. As can be 
seen, this scene is replicated here in EPIC. 

3. SIMILARITYNUMBER THREE 1:28:17 
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The use of light to cause transformation and bloom. 

In Queen Sophia I of Gart, we are expressly told that she brings about summery 
goodness and also in her song the Princess -Queen Sophia explains it once again 
expressly. in her song that she does her transformation, her will "with light". This 
song she sings most especially at the dark rot garden. As can be seen from the 
illustration in the book, there is a halo of light everytime the transformation takes 
place as well as the following brightness which is the main character of Summer
summery goodness which is what is Princess Sophia's ability. We see that this is 
infringed upon by the movie Epic in 1 :28: 17. 

4. SIMILARITY NUMBER FOUR 1:28:17 

9 

Transformation of the dark rot flowers and the dark water to clear water. 

In Queen Sophia of Gart, we see that when Princess Sophia starts singing, the 
flowers change and the dark waters become clear. This was replicated in the movie 
Epic.l:28:17, the light shines down on the flower at the fountain making the 

{j; flower transform to bloom and the dark water of the fountain change to clear water. 

J~ The only difference between Queen Sophia at the dark flowered-dark watered 
k fountain and Epic's imitation with an ABSENCE of their supposed Queen at 
~, the copycat scene is EVIDENCE they had my script and were scrambling to 

change some of it: 

I WANT TO INFORM THE COURT THAT THE :FACT THAT THE MAKERS OF 
EPIC ENSURED THAT THE SUPPOSED QUEEN IN EPIC WAS ABSENT 
FROM THE FOUNTAIN WHEN THE CHANGE WAS OCCURING IS 
EVIDENCE THAT THEY HAD MY SCRIPT AND TRIED TO MAKE IT 
LOOK DIFFERENT. IT IS HOWEVER THE SAME AS PRINCESS SO PillA, 
THE EVENTUAL QUEEN OF GART, EXPRESSLY SAYS IT CLEARLY THAT 
WITH LIGHT, SHE MANIFESTS HER GIFT. HER CHANGING EVERYTHING 
TO SUMMERY GOODNESS IS IMPOSSIBLE not to be understood as her 
ability to INTRODUCE LIGHT INTO THE ENVIRON OR SITUATION. IT IS 
IMPOSSIBLE. The definition of SUMMER IS THE SUNLIGHT AND BLOOM. 
When the sun shines at it's peak 

While at the fountain Princess Sophia eventual Queen of Starfort and Queen of 
Gart transforms everything. 

5.SIMILARITY NUMBER 5 13min:57 
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In both works. the primary goal of the ChiefVillain. the chief villain's end game is 
to get his hands on the treasures of the Kingdom. 

Talking to his son, Mandrake chiefleader of the Boggans EXPLICITLY states his 
demand to know the location of the treasure of the tiny leaf men kingdom. This is 
just a copy of in Princesss Sophia. 

SIMILARITY 6 Time lhr:25:43 

The use of sound to introduce light to bring about desired summery goodness 
blooming (Princess Sophia's voice and the n in Epic the ipod sound: In Queen 
Sophia I ofGart, the narrator expressly states that the sound of Princess Sophia 
heir-apparent and eventual Queen to the throne of Starfort's voice, brings about the 
light that is summer and bloom that is the summery goodness. The specifics of this 
transformation method is once again re-iterated and expounded upon more when in 
Princess Sophia, Princess Sophia in her song expressly describes what is involved 
in making the transformation she desires. She once again informs us of this 
summery quality extracting and EXPRESSING the specific "elixir", ingredient 
that is involved. She says and I quote: "with light". I want to inform the court that 
with summer being her COI!)!:righted IDENTITY it is just wishful thinking, AND 
PURE JEALOUSY by an infringer to ARGUE that IT IS NOT LIGHT IS AS 
Summer says. I want to assure the court that the travails of JEALOUSY- which is 
the infringer's problem- will not prevail!! 

That being said, Light is as Summer says- WITH LIGHT! And you Jealousy be 
gone, be gone. Amen. 

This use of the sound to introduce light to transform into bloom that was what the 
Queen Sophia was wont to do in the book, as we see from 1:25:43(explanation is 
still below) in the movie EPIC, is what the makers of EPIC (that is the defendants), 
STOLE from my script. I did not give them permission to use my script and they 
had the AUDACITY to make A BILLION DOLLARS without paying me my 
millions!!! Why did they do this? The answer is ARROGANCE that they can get 
rid of evidence( my emails showing I distributed my script), ARROGANCE that 
they are too big to be corrected, a bad habit of infringement, and their inability to 
take correction. This is a story of people who do not know how to take 
correction!!! This is a story of not taking correction but of wanting to make out that 
my victories in court seen from the reports of The NY Daily News, The New York 
Post, etc wasjust a fluke, or even. They feel like it's up to them to spoil this good 
story. The fate of such a people with such a mind set is -THANK GOD- nothing 
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but repetitive fail and repetitive PUNISHMENT. I want the court to note that Blue 
Sky Studios is the party that advertises itself as being the studio who made EPIC. I 
want the court to not that all their offices as well as their executives and writers as 
can be seen on Linkedin (an online address book) are based in New York. I have 
only this to say to them: I feel very sorry for you. I feel sorry for you. And I want 
to assure them that they will always be got, as long as they refuse to take 
correction. They should be careful that they don't tempt God to come down 
Himself to deliver justice by dismantling them and whatever it is they think they 
have that drives them to exhibit all their RUBBISH big-man-do. These people 
need to learn to take correction. This is a story of a people who don't take 
correction! 

Time 1hr:25:43 The use of sound to introduce light to bring about desired 
summery goodness blooming: As evidence that the makers of EPIC had my script 
and also another instance of similarity- thus infringement of my copyrighted work, 
imitating my copyrighted work where we have sound introducing light to bring 

·.:. about blooming and summery goodness, we have EPIC going ahead-to also use 
light to transform the dark rot flower by using sound which Mk's father plays from 
his pocket. This is an infringement of my copyright. They need my permission to 

< use my script or parts of my script. In Queen Sophia I of Gart, I have gone ahead to 
show an instance where the Princess' voice from a music box did what it is known 
to do make the light and transforming bloom manifest itself. 

1:27:30 

The plague that Mandrake the villain caused on the land is seen here in full just 
before it's reversal by rain coming down. This is an infringement of my story told 
in Princess Sophia Queen of Gart with the lead character also causing a plague on 
the land. Finally this plague is reversed (even though by the villains' dubious self). 

Use of light to bloom1:16:30 In Queen Sophia I of Gart It is stated clearly the 
with light she transforms everything to summer which is unquestionably associated 
also with light. Here at the congregation, the narrator states also that with light the 
flower blooms. 

1:24:58 Just as in Plaintiff's registered work We see once again in the scene 
with the chief villain and silk worm of Galu that there is the fountain with 
dark water and dark flower about to be transformed mirroring Princess 
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Sophia's encounter with Francis and the dark flowers and dark water 
fountain. 

The 1:08:00 In this scene we see another similarity that clearly shows and adds up 
to infringement of my work whereby in Queen Sophia I of Gart, where the chief 
villain - Francis who is interested in the treasures of the kingdom and has the 
Princess Sophia who causes things to bloom, we are taken to Francis' castle and 
shown his garden of dark (rot) flowers and dark waters I dark fountain. Once 
again we see as from this scene when they (M.K., Ronin and Nod) are walking-in, 
disguised, into Mandrake the chief Boggan's Kingdom, we can see that my 
copyright here too has been infringed as the Kingdom of this villain too is of rot. 
This is similar if not exact to the chiefvillan's territory in Princess Sophia. 

SIMILARITY MUMBER 7 

The use of disguises as from 1:08:00 once again as seen in the plaintiff's 
registered work where the chief villain Francis a normal human puts on a 
wrinkled-old-man-DISGUISE and proceeds in stealth mode amongst the people 
of Starfort kingdom, (Princess Sophia's Kingdom), we see that the defendants once 
again steahhis idea and we see Ronin, M.K. and Nod wear wrinkled-skin-

- DISGUISE and proceed in stealth mode through the Boggan's Kingdom. This is an 
infringement of the plaintiff's work 

Both books have ·the chief villains of the story turning the vegetation of the 
Kingdom of this said (black) Queen into rot. This is an infringement of my 
copyrighted work of which I have the U.S. copyright registration number 
Txu001844795 (2012) - author being Sophia A. Saint-Adeniran. The book is 
registered as one in a collection of stories under the title My Cherished Book of 
Bedtime Stories (ISBN 978-1-911183-02-0). The main villain I character in Queen 
Sophia demands to know where the treasures of the kingdom is so that he can take 
possession of it. In the movie Epic 13:5 7 minutes into it the Chief Boggan asks if 
they have found the location of the ceremony where the treasure of the kingdom is 
so he can have it. 

In Queen Sophia I of Gart, by singing and thus bringing about the brightness of 
summer by which everything thus blooms about her, the story is told. Infact the 
Queen Sophia herself expressly states in her song that it is with light that she does 
everything!! In the movie Epic my copyright was infringed on again with them 
going on to say also that they do this with light!!! This hampers and infringes on 
my expression. I find that now, because of the infringing actions of the Defendants, 
in the market I am competing with myself!!! When I sent this story out through 
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agents intermittently in 2009 I 2010/ 2011, my name was clearly on the work! I 
would like the court to understand that I am not an unknown person as I have been 
featured in newspapers before. NY Post, NY's Daily News, Forbes etc. By simply 
googling my name and going to the images you could see that I Sophia who wrote 
Princess Sophia, am a brown-skinned woman, and the DEFENDANTS then 
DELIBERATELY made the animation to be brown skinned Your Honor!! An 
attempt I believe to purposefully FOIL my eventual illustration of my name sake 
heroine with this FANTASTIC story line, as uniquely brown -skinned. This 
obviously is the intention of my naming it after myself. Brown and White skinned 
Barbie:) 

The similarities and infringement continue Your Honor. In Queen Sophia I of Gart, 
Queen Sophia actually dies and later comes back to life to be crowned 
Queen. Defendants in their movie Epic, also copy this sequence. Their queen 
dies, comes back again for a coronation also to crown a little one Queen! 

SIMILARITY IN SKIN COLOUR OF THE LEADING CHARACTERS: I'm 
a brown skinned girl who changed her name to Sophia Me Will in 2009. They 
made the lead character a brown-skinned lady like myself because they saw my 
script and I am relatively famous. I have articles about me with my pictures online 
and in the NY Post, NY Daily News, Forbes etc. You can google using my new 
name Sophia Me Will. My middle name is Abraham. Abraham because I am a 
blessed woman, original and awesome?: D The makers of EPIC saw my script, 
saw my name and found that it was my name sake and then decided to infringe on 
my idea of a brown-skinned Princess. 

The similarities and infringement continue Your Honor. In Queen Sophia I of Gart, 
Queen Sophia actually dies and later comes back to life to be crowned 
Queen. Defendants in their movie Epic, also copy this sequence. Their queen 
dies, comes back again for a coronation also to crown a little one Queen! 

The plaintiff would like the court to keep note of the number and degree of the 
blatant COPYING. 

In Queen Sophia I ofGart, by singing and thus bringing about the brightness of 
summer by which everything thus blooms about her, the story is told. Infact the 
Queen Sophia herself expressly states in her song that it is with light that she does 
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everything!! In the movie Epic my copyright was infringed on again with them 
going on to say also that they do this with light!!! This hampers and infringes on 
my registered b expression. I find that now, because of the infringing actions of the 
Defendants, in the market I am competing with myself!!! When I sent this story 
out through agents intermittently in 2009 I 201 0/ 20 11, my name was clearly on the 
work! I would like the court to understand that I am not an unknown person as I 
have been featured in newspapers before. NY Post, NY's Daily News, Forbes etc. 
By simply googling my name and going to the images yov could see that I Sophia 
who wrote Princess Sophia, am a brown-skinned woman, and the DEFENDANTS 
then DELIBERATELY made the animation to be brown skinned Your Honor!! An 
attempt I believe to purposefully FOIL my eventual illustration of my name sake 
heroine with this FANTASTIC story line, as uniquely brown -skinned. This 
obviously is the intention of my naming it after myself. Brown and White skinned 
Barbie:) 

Plaintiff would like the court to note that though the defendants claim that their 
work is based on a book called The Leaf men and the Brave Good Bugs 
(Exhibit D). After going through The Leaf Men and The Brave Good Bugs, 
the court will find that this is a far fetched opinion. The court can clearly see 
that everything new or unique in Epic, actually can be traced to plaintiff's 
book Queen Sophia I ofGart. 

The court states the rule for infringement as follows: "To succeed in a copyright 
infringement action, a plaintiff must prove ownership of the copyright and copying 
by the defendant." Plaintiff states that with her copyright she does prove ownership 
of her work and with the similarities seen in the defendant's work, it is clearly 
obvious that defendants are portraying material lifted from defendants copyrighted 
work. 

Additionally, from the copyright infringement case Whelan Assocs., Inc. v .. 
Jaslow Dental Laboratory, Inc. (3rd Cir. 1986) 797 F.2d 1222; 1240 (3d Cir. 
1986); 479 U.S. 1031 (1987); where the final judgement was Copyright protection 
of computer programs may extend beyond the programs' literal code to their 
structure, sequence and organization. The court based it's decision on the 
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The infringement is so blatant that Plaintiff wonders out loud if not asking her 
is supposed to be some kind of prank. 

Plaintiff would like the court to note that though the defendants claim that their 
work is based on a book called The Leafmen and the Brave Good Bugs 
(Exhibit C), everything new or unique in Epic, actually can be traced to my 
book! 

The Exhibit B which is the EPIC (2013) animation movie can be viewed on 
Amazon Digital video using the email and password 
copyrightinfringement2000.13@gmail.com on the amazon website amazon.com 

PASSWORD: courtcase77. This email was put up specifically for this case only 
and will be deactivated once the case is done. 

Plaintiff affirms that her book Queen Sophia I of Gart which as of May 18 is sold 
on her website http://sophiasaintadenira.wix.com/happysaintsbooks and can be 
viewed on youtube as a slideshow https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=vbUlxp6moFE. 

Plaintiff's 9-in-one children's collection My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories can 
also be viewed using the same gmail account and password on google docs at 
www.docs.google.com and on youtube at https://youtu.be/lTOAQelczPQ 

My copyright certificate for My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories is to be 
included as Exhibit D. And my copyright certificate for the finished and illustrated 
book Queen Sophia I of Gart is to be included as Exhibit E. For the illustrated 
book itself My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories which is a collection of 9 
illustrated childen's books, the expedited copyright certificate will be included as 
Exhibit G are my copyrighted I am having them both expedited by the U.S. 
copyright office and they should be with the court in about 3 -4 days. 

I have also applied for e-filing by which I hope to timely submit them to the court. 

I hope to be able to amend this my initial complaint and filing to include more 
relevant information which I believe is very important for this case. 
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ALL THE LITERATURE AND EXHIBIT IN THIS CASE HAVE BEEN 
SUBMITTED TO THE CLERK AND SENT TO THE JUDGE'S OFFICE IN 
PRINT FORM. 

Plaintiff's 9-in-one children's collection My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories can 
also be viewed using the same gmail account and password on google docs at 
docs.google.com and also at https://youtu.be/lTOAQelczPQ 

My copyright certificate for My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories is to be 
included as Exhibit E. And my copyright certificate for the finished and illustrated 
book Queen Sophia I ofGart is to be included as Exhibit F. For the illustrated book 
itself My Cherished Book of Bedtime Stories which is a collection of9 illustrated 
childen's books, the expedited copyright certificate will be included as Exhibit H 
are my copyrighted I am having them both expedited by the U.S. copyright office 
and they should be with the court in about 2-3 days from this filing. 

The Exhibit C which is the EPIC (2013) animation movie can be viewed on 
Amazon Digital video using the email use rna me : 
copyrightinfringement2000.13@gmail.com on the amazon website 
www.amazon.com 

PASSWORD: courtcase77. 

This email was put up specifically for this case only and will be deactivated once 
the case is done. 

The court also has access to the book Queen Sophia I of Gart by viewing through 
Kindle once again by using 

the username: copyrightinfringement2000.13@gmail.com 

password: courtcase77 

Plaintiff affirms that her book Queen Sophia I ofGart which as of May 16 is sold 
on her website http://sophiasaintadenira.wix.com/happysaintsbooks and can be 
viewed on youtube as a slideshow https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=vbUlxp6moFE. 

Exhibit I shows the merchandise for Queen Sophia I of Gart sold alongside the 
book. BEACH TOWELS and SLIPPERS with a picture of Queen Sophia singing. 
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I have a:lso applied fore-filing by which I hope to timely submit them to the court. 

I hope to be able to amend this my initial complaint and filing to include more 
relevant information which I believe is very important for this case. This is just 
wrong, wrong, wrong. But hopefully I pray God that I make the profit I know I 
should make in the millions. I DESERVE TO. I WORKED HARD FOR IT. 

I PRAY THE COURT HEAR MY VOICE! 

Preterspying and other preterinfection (DIS)ability: The need to teach this in 
schools. 

Plaintiff wants to inform the court that highly suspect is how the defendants 
obtained Plaintiff's script is also through PRETERINFECTION which is the 
(dis )ability where there are some humans, who are able to spy on others from 
afar. be it thousands of miles away or close by. So that not only by Plaintiff 
distributing it through publishers and agents were the defendants able to get this 
script, but also through spying by such preter infected methods was this possible. 
The Plaintiff is glad to use this case as a platform to inform the court of the need to 
form a commission to query the institution of Psychiatry as they have been SO 
IRRESPONSIBLE AND LAZY, to keep misinforming and poisoning people with 
medication under the guise of keeping the fact this illegal (dis )ability is actually 
prevalent among human beings, a secret. This is a big big shame and is the reason 
why we have this blatant copying of Plaintiff's work- because of this 
LOOPHOLE that the courts needs to use their authority and ability, to seal once 

· and for all. Plaintiff has founded an organization called LEAGUE OF THE SUPER 
PERFECT GUARDIANS which is going to be actively involved in protecting the 
rights of those individuals lucky enough not to be plagued by busy body and 
illegal telepathy or television. These individuals are called the Super Perfects. They 
are Super Perfects because they do not have such infections as to make them cheats 
which is why their work is always from an original source and creativity - their 
Super Perfect brain. 

Psychiatry through the centuries has always needed to be DISMANTLED as it has 
accurately been observed to conduct the practices of its institution UNintelligently 
and with highly questionable QUACK practices. 
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This is a very useless SECRET and only serves to enable very, very, very 
JEALOUS people in blatantly copying Super Perfects and then turning around to 
falsely accuse the original super perfect genius author of being the one who copied. 

Plaintiff would like to inform the court that by burying it's head in the sand and not 
using it's access to the numerous complaints brought to its attention about this 
dubiousness prevalent in the society, it sides with criminals and is toying with the 
onset of anarchy. This difference between humans NEEDS TO BE TAUGHT IN 
SCHOOLS. Also the obvious fact that this is going on due to meddling by aliens 
needs to be taught too. The Plaintiff highly suggests that the government needs to 
ORDER these meddling aliens to STOP this nonsense altering of human brain!!! 
Plaintiff would like the court to know that contrary to untrue notions that this 
meddling by these aliens which is causing this ailment of telepathy, television etc 
resulting in preterspying and THEFT of ideas other INNOCENT individual 
geniuses, is necessary for development, it is however to the contrary and is actually 
slowing down the development of mankind. This meddling is the cause of the 
under development of mankind. Mankind would have surpassed this level of . 
progress by now. This is a very, very USELESS meddling bringing about a 
USELESS, SECRET which Psychiatrists are unashamedly using to POISON people 
who are aware of this with medications and to SLANDER THEM that they are 
suffering from non-existent mental ailments. TI-llS IS A MISTAKE! THIS NEEDS 
TO BE TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS. THIS IS NOTHING SHORT OF TREASON 
AGAINST HUMANS!!! 

Through this organization - the League of Super Perfect Guardians - which is 
geared towards vindicating and protecting Super Perfects from being cheated in 
situations like this but educating them on how to protect themselves from falling 
victims to theft of their GENIUS and ORIGINAL creations, past Super Perfects 
who had reported this prevalence of preterspying and theft, are going to be 
celebrated, honoured and given the credit that is rightly their due! Man is smarter 
than this rubbish and these aliens need to be ordered to LEAVE. They are 
irresponsible and STUPID beings. No one needs these alterations to the brain. It is 
very unnecessary and USELESS. 

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

The actions of the defendants did cause Plaintiff emotional distress. It is veryu 
heart breaking to understand that your work has been stolen. It is bitter-sweet in a 
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way - because you are proud of your work and are glad someone else saw it for the 
jewel it is, but then it is mostly, very, very distressing that it is stolen. 

DEMAND FOR RELIEF 

Due to the fact that the courts are closed during the weekend, it was thus 
impossible for the Plaintiff to file this lawsuit on the 21 stofMay being a Saturday. 
On Friday the 20th of May, the process server got to the court a couple of minutes 
after 4pm and was not able to submit Plaintiff's brief on time before the court 
closed at 4 pm. Also keeping in mind the fact that defendants by deliberately 
infringing on Plaintiff's work has caused Plaintiff emotional distress, Plaintiff is 
asking that the court restitute the previous days of release being from the 15th/16th 
of May 2013 to the plaintiff. Plaintiff hereby asks the court to justly give her her 
just due of statutory damages from their profits as from MAY 2013 till present 
date. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgement against defendant for the sum 
of$19,000,000 (NINETEEN MILLION DOLLARS) with interest and cost. OR a 
similar stated percentage of the profits. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff demands a jury trial. 

I the plaintiff, Sophia Abraham Saint-Adeniran a.k.a Sophia Me Will do solemly 
swear under penalty of perjury that what I have written in this brief is the truth. So 
help me God. 

Sophia Saint Adeniran 

(Plaintiff, prose). 
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